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ABSTRACT
Noise generated in flow duct propagates extensively through the connected ductwork. Its propagation through
the outlets would contribute to indoor acoustic discomfort and results in environmental problem. Silencers with
acoustic lining are commonly adopted for noise mitigation in flow duct. Researchers have been devoting many
numerical efforts in assessing the performance of a liner design. In general, numerical studies are performed
by either time domain or frequency domain approach. This paper reports a development of calculation method
solving Acoustic Perturbation Equations and Time-Domain Impedance Boundary on the Conservation Element
and Solution Element (CE/SE) framework to calculate duct noise problem in time domain. In this paper, three
benchmark cases are presented to verify the capability of the proposed method on calculating the flow induced
acoustic generation, propagation, and the acoustic behavior at the impedance boundaries in the presence and
absence of flow.

Keywords: Duct Noise, CE/SE, Liner I-INCE Classification of Subjects Number(s): 76.9
(See http://www.inceusa.org/links/Subj%20Class%20-%20Formatted.pdf.)

1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of engineering technology, noise problem has long been an awareness as a side

product of various engineering systems, e.g. ventilation systems. The generated noise in these system is easily
propagated through flow duct to occupancy zones causing discomfort to people and environmental problem.
Silencers with acoustic lining are commonly installed between the noise sources and the occupancy zones so
as to attenuate the noise level there. Acoustic lining is usually made of fiberglass or other porous materials for
absorbing the noise. Since the design of silencer varies depending on operating condition, the investigation
and optimization of acoustic performance are usually carried out numerically.

Generally, these numerical investigations are calculated by either time domain or frequency domain
approach. Compared to the frequency domain method the time domain calculation method can account for the
nonlinear effects and capture the transient effects, which make it popular in aeroacoustic study. One of the
most popular technique assessing the liner behavior in aeroacoustic problem is to solve the perturbed equations
using a hybrid calculation method. This method divides the aeroacoustic calculation into two steps. First, the
near field flow dynamics is calculated by Computational Fluid Dynamics solver. Then the acoustic generation
and propagation is calculated by solving the perturbed equations, e.g. Acoustic/Viscous Splitting Technique
(1), Linearized Euler Equations (2), based on the calculated flow solution. Another improved formulation,
Acoustic Perturbation Equations (APE), proposed by Ewert and Schröder (3) applies a source filter to suppress
the calculation instability. Finally, the acoustic behavior of liner is modeled as a time domain impedance
boundary condition in the acoustic solver, e.g. Ma and Zhang (4). Moreover, these techniques are usually
highly computational demanding because they are developed on high order numerical schemes (at least 6th
order).

In this paper, we propose a low order, yet accurate Space-Time Conservation Element and Solution Element
(CE/SE) method to solve APE along with the implementation of time domain impedance boundary condition
(TDIBC). The CE/SE method is adopted due to its simplicity, inexpensive but robust characteristics. This
calculation method is assessed by several benchmark cases: acoustic generation by co-rotating vortex pair,
acoustic pulse reflection in normal incidence tube and NASA grazing incidence tube. These can demonstrate
the capability of the solver in capturing the acoustic generation, propagation, reflection from normal/grazing
incidence impedance wall with and without flow.
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The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the formulation of APE is introduced; in Section 3, the
CE/SE method is briefly discussed; in Section 4, we present the time domain impedance boundary condition
used in the calculation method; in Section 5, the result of three calculations are discussed and compared with
analytical/experimental results; in Section 6, we present the conclusions.

2. ACOUSTIC PERTURBATION EQUATIONS
The first hybrid approach is the acoustic/viscous splitting method proposed by Hardin and Pope (1) in

1994. Other researchers (5, 6) have proposed modifications so as to reduce the growth of hydrodynamic
instabilities. In the present work, a hybrid method based on solving the Acoustic Perturbation Equations (APE)
(3) is adopted. A total quantity Φ can be decomposed into a fluctuating component Φ′ and a time-averaged
component Φ̄, i.e. Φ = Φ′+ Φ̄. While the fluctuating component is further decomposed into vortical mode Φ′v
, entropy mode Φ′e and acoustic mode Φ′a. In APE, an acoustic filter is applied such that only acoustic mode
fluctuation is generated by vortical source and heat source.

There are several variations of APE, but only the APE-4 system, is chosen due to its better accuracy. It can
be written in a strong conservative form as,
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where ρ , uuu = (u,v), p, s, T , τ , ωωω = ∇×uuu are density, velocity, pressure, entropy, temperature, stress tensor

and vorticity respectively. In the lineaer approximation, those small non-linear terms
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in the source term is omitted since they are compariably small considering vortex

sound problems. Besides, the viscous effect
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in acoustic analysis usually assumed to be

negligible. As a result, the important source term without heat source are (ωωωv)′ and −(ωωωu)′.

3. NUMERICAL METHODS
The Acoustic Perturbation Equations in the strong conservative form (Eq.1) is a set of physical conservation

laws, which satisfies the requirement of a novel inexpensive numerical method - CE/SE method. It is based on
a framework that ensures the flux conservation in both space and time. The method unifies the treatment to
space and time dimensions, which is unique to other numerical method (7). This method is employed to solve
the governing equation Eq. 1-5.

In two dimensional case, the CE/SE works on a three dimensional Euclidean space E3 with X = (x,y, t).
The integral form of Eq. 1 without source term becomes∮

S(V )
K ·dsss = 0, (6)

where K(X) = [F (X) ,G(X) ,U (X)], S(V ) denotes the ’surface’ around an arbitrary volume V in E3, K ·dsss
is the space-time flux passing through S(V ), and dsss = (dx,dy,dt) is the normal pointing out of S(V ). Since
Eq. 6 does not include the source term, therefore a treatment is needed to evaluate its effect and this will be
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discussed later in this section. In this paper, only the concept of CE/SE method is mentioned. Readers can
refer to reference (8) for the details of CE/SE method.

The definitions of conservation element (CE) and solution element (SE) are illustrated in Figure 1b and
Figure 1c. The point at (n+1/2)-th and n-th time level are denoted by the superscript ” and ’ respectively, while
no superscript denotes the point at (n-1/2)-th time level. In a computational domain consists of non-overlapping
trangles as shown in Figure 1a, the points A, B, C, D, E, F define the base of the conservation element (CE)
which is extruded by half time step dt/2 to form a control volume V for flux conservation. The solution point g
is the spatial centroid of ABCDEF. At time level n, CE at g is CE(g,n), and the solution element (SE) at spatial
location g and n-th time level is denoted by SE(g,n). The adjacent SE(a,n), SE(c,n), and SE(e,n), form the
walls of CE(g,n) and helps to evaluate the flux through these walls. The flux is calculated by the first order of
Taylor expansions at the solution point, i.e. φ(X) = φ +δx(φx)+δy(φy)+δ t(φt), where φ(X) =UUU(X), FFF(X)
or GGG(X), δx = x− xg, δy = y− yg, δ t = t− tn and φx, φy, φt are the spatial gradients and time derivatives.
From the flux conservation within CE(g,n), the solution UUU (g) at the new time level UUUn+1/2

g can be expressed

Figure 1 – Definition of CE/SE. a. CE construction; b. CE; c. SE

as the function of the solutions of UUU (a), UUU (c) ,UUU (e) at the time level n. Since all the solutions of the time
level n are known, the solution at the new time level n+1/2 can be determined.

The source term QQQ is treated as a volume source in the CE(g,n) i.e. the appropriate solution should be
ÛUU

n+1/2
g =UUUn+1/2

g +
∫

QQQdt. This method is only applicable if QQQ is independent of the solution vector. Otherwise,
iteration method is required to evaluate the solution. Though the solution vector involves total quantity which
consists of unknown fluctuating components having dependency on solution vector, they are very small
compare to time averaged component. Thus, they are negligible which makes this implementation of the
source term plausible. The new spatial gradients of the solution vector

(
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g

)
x

and
(
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)
y

will then

be updated having evaluated the n+1/2-th time level solution ÛUU
+1/2n
g .

4. TIME-DOMAIN IMPEDANCE BOUNDARY CONDITION
In CE/SE method, all boundary conditions are implemented by using ghost cell approach, appropriate

values of pressure and velocity are required to assign to the ghost cell across the boundary. Therefore, the
acoustic pressure gradient ∂ p′

∂n across the boundary condition is required for the pressure specification.
The implementation of the time domain impedance boundary condition (TDIBC) in CE/SE method follows

the impedance boundary condition proposed by Tam and Auriault (9), which is based on the three-parameter
model. First of all, the acoustic impedance is defined as Z = v′n/p′, Z = R− iX where v′n is the acoustic velocity
normal to the impedance surface. The acoustic resistance R is nearly a positive constant, i.e. R = R0, while the
acoustic reactance X is frequency dependent and can be decomposed to a positive reactance X1 and negative
reactance X−1, i.e.

X
ρ̄ c̄

=
X−1

ω
+X1ω, (7)

where ρ̄ , c̄ are the reference density and the reference acoustic speed , and ω is the angular frequency. The
three-parameter broadband model governing the rate of change of the acoustic pressure at the impedance
boundary is

∂ p′

∂ t
= R0

∂v′n
∂ t
−X−1v′n +X1

∂ 2v′n
∂ t2 . (8)

Define a new auxiliary variable q(ξ , t) = ∂v′n
∂ t at the impedance boundary n = 0, Eq. 8 can be rewritten after
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eliminating ∂ p′
∂ t by the perturbed equations Eq. 1-5,
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where ξ is the tangential vector to the impedance surface normal vector. Acoustic pressure relationship across
the impedance boundary can be obtained from the conservation of momentum in normal direction. Neglecting
all the small nonlinear fluctuating products, i.e.

∂ p′

∂n
=−c̄2q. (10)

The acoustic pressure in the ghost cell can be obtained by the pressure gradient, and then the ghost cell velocity
can be obtained from the auxiliary variable and its derivative.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In the investigation of a silencer performance, it is important to correctly capture the generation of noise

by the unsteady flow, its propagation within the confined duct as well as its response after impinging on the
acoustic impedance walls. Therefore, it is very important to assess the capability of the new calculation method
in capturing all these physics. Three benchmark problems are chosen for this purpose and their calculation
results are discussed below.

5.1 Acoustic Generation by Co-rotating Vortices
The acoustic generation from a pair of co-rotating vortices is calculated to assess the capability of capturing

acoustic generation and propagation by an unsteady flow. In fluid dynamics, the flow of a co-rotating vortex
pair is a simplified model of common vortical flows. Spiral acoustic pattern is generated from this spinning
vortex pair (10, 11), due to their periodic co-rotating motion. In the present calculation, the two vortices with
the same circulation Γ are co-rotating in a path with radius r0 as illustrated in Figure 2a. To compute the
acoustic field, the incompressible velocity and pressure field data are required as input of the acoustic solver
and they are given by analytical solution. The incompressible velocity field is expressed as U− iV = Γ

iπ
z

z2−b2 ,

P = Pa +ρa
Γω

π
ℜ

(
b2

z2−b2

)
− 1

2 ρa
(
U2 +V 2

)
, where the angular speed ω = Γ/

(
4πr2

0
)
, z = x+ iy = reiθ and

b = r0eiωt are the spatial location and the location of the vortices respectively. Non-reflecting boundary
condition is applied to the boundaries in the computational domain to ensure no unwanted reflection affecting
the solution. The analytical solution on the acoustic generation from the spinning vortex pair is obtained by

Figure 2 – a. Illustration of the problem; b. Generated acoustic pressure at T=250; c. Comparison of acoustic
pressure along y=0

Kaltenbacher (12) is

p′ =
ρaΓ4

64π3r4
0c2

a
(J2 (kr)cos(2(ωt−θ))−Y2 (kr)sin(2(ωt−θ))) (11)

where k = 2ω/ca, J2 (kr) and Y2 (kr) are second-order Bessel functions of the first and second kind. The
dimensionless circulation is set to Γ = 1 and r0 = 1, corresponding to the analytical acoustic wave length
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λ = 39.
The simulated acoustic field generation is plotted in Figure 2b, which shows that the generated acoustic wave

radiates as a double spiral pattern. The calculated wave length is 39, which is the same as the analytical solution.
Furthermore, the acoustic pressure data at the horizontal centreline of the numerical domain and is compared
with the analytical result in figure 2c. It shows a good agreement between the analytical and numerical results
in terms of wave length, amplitude and the propagation decay rate. This calculation demonstrates the present
calculation method is capable to capture the acoustic generation and propagation from vortical source.

5.2 Reflection of Acoustic Pulse in Impedance Tube
Calculation of an acoustic pulse reflection in a normal incidence impedance tube (Figure 3) is chosen to

assess the capability of the TDIBC behavior without mean flow under normal incidence using the present
calculation method. The impedance tube is constructed as same as that adopted by Tam and Auriault (9)
with dimensionless length 150 and the duct width of 10. The impedance wall is defined as a broadband
impedance boundary with normalized impedance R=0.18, X−1=-0.47567 and X1=2.09236 (9, 13). An initial
harmonic-Gaussian pulse within the tube is located at x=-83.333 and is given by,

u′ = 0, p′ = 10−4e−0.00444(x+83.333)2
cos(0.00444(x+83.333)). (12)

Non-reflecting boundary condition is applied to the upstream of the acoustic pulse. Slip wall boundary is also

Figure 3 – Normal incidence impedance tube

Figure 4 – Acoustic pressure along y=0. a. t=0; b. t=40; c. t=140.1;

applied to the top and the bottom wall of the tube and finally TDIBC is applied to the impedance wall.
After calculation starts, the pulse separates into two halves (Figure 4a). One travels to the left, while the

other half moves to the right (Figure 4b). It impinges on the impedance wall and reflects from it. The reflected
pulse at t=140.1 is shown in Figure 4c. The result shows that the amplitude of the reflected pulse is weaker
than that of the incident pulse by 20%. Besides, the leading peak and the trailing peak are no longer symmetric
with respect to the highest peak. The calculated result (dotted line) shows a good agreement with the analytical
solution (solid line), this implies that the TDIBC with this acoustic solver can capture the absorption and
reflection behavior of impedance wall correctly.

5.3 Acoustic Propagation in Grazing Incidence Tube
The last problem chosen for calculation is the Grazing Incidence Tube (GIT) experiment carried out by

NASA (14) which shows the behavior of an acoustic wave grazing incidences to TDIBC in the presence
and absence of flow. This problem has been used as a benchmark validation on the various computational
aeroacoustic solvers involving TDIBC (Ozyoruk and Long (15), Zheng and Zhuang (16), and Li et al. (17)).
The GIT experiment configuration is showen in Figure 5. A few settings on flow speed and frequency are
picked for calculation, 0.5kHz and 2.5kHz are introduced to the GIT under flow with average Mach number
M = 0 and 1.5kHz is introduced to the tube under flow with M = 0.255. In the calculation, non-reflecting
boundary condition is applied to both upstream and downstream exits representing the anechoic termination,
slip wall boundary conditions is applied to the tube while TDIBC is applied in the impedance wall.
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Figure 5 – Configuration of NASA GIT

M = 0 M = 0.225
f (kHz) R X R X

0.5 0.51 -1.68 0.57 -1.13
1 0.46 0.00 0.27 0.10

1.5 1.02 1.30 1.26 1.26
2 4.05 0.62 6.43 -0.23

2.5 1.54 -1.60 1.02 -1.46
3 0.70 -0.29 0.73 -0.18

Table 1 – measured impedance from NAGA GIT experiment

The calculated sound pressure level (SPL) distribution on the wall opposite to the impedance wall is
compared with the experimental result. Figure 6 shows the SPL distribution near the opposite wall to the
TDIBC under 500Hz and 2500Hz excitation respectively. In Figure 6a there is an 1dB difference from x = 0.2
to x = 0.65, i.e. within the liner section. The result of zero mean flow with 2500Hz excitation agrees with the
experimental result very well. Generally, the numerical result matches with the experimental result in terms of
amplitude and the decay rate.

Figure 6 – SPL distribution under zero mean flow. a. 500Hz; b. 2500Hz

Figure 7 shows the result of glazing impedance tube under flow with M = 0.255. A parabolic velocity
profile is introduced into the tube. The result matches with the general trends of the experimental result . This
shows the present calculation method is capable to calculate the grazing incidence acoustic wave on impedance
surface correctly.
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Figure 7 – SPL distribution under 0.255 Mach number mean flow and 1500Hz excitation

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a method of calculating the flow duct noise problem is presented, which solves the Acoustic

Perturbation Equations by using the CE/SE method and the time-domain impedance boundary is implemented.
In order to assess the capability of this method on capturing acoustic generation, propagation, and the
impedance behavior with and without flow, three benchmark problems have been chosen to be calculated
using the current calculation method. The three benchmark problems are acoustic generation by co-rotating
vortices, reflection of acoustic pulse in impedance tube and acoustic propagation in grazing incidence tube. All
the results show good agreement to the analytical or experimental results which implies that this calculation
method is capable to predict the acoustic behavior in different flow duct problems.
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